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ran’s Green Movement, formed and followed by the disputed presidential election of
12 June 2009, can be characterized as an epistemic shift toward the formation of a
nonviolent and civic political culture in Iran. It might be identified as a symbol of Iran’s
diverse, plural, mature, and rich civil society. It can be praised for its use of novel and creative
horizontal organizational methods, leadership tactics, and communication techniques in pursuit of civic goals. The movement might also be congratulated for its great potential to transcend constructed dichotomies such as tradition and modernity, faith and freedom, revelation
and reason, particular and universal, and sacred and secular in Iran’s politico-intellectual
discourse. As such, the Green Movement represents a new era in Iran. Today’s Iran is on the
brink of a “post-Islamist” turn, as the first post-Islamist civil society in the Middle East is in the
making, underneath the Islamic Republic. However, this is only a new chapter in Iran’s long
history of the quest for freedom and social justice.
Over the past one and a half centuries, modern Iran has been a pioneer of progressive
political changes in the Middle East, the home to the first constitutional revolution (1906– 11),
the first nationalist and parliamentary democratic movement in the post – World War II period (1950 – 53), and the first antidespotic revolutionary change (1977 – 79). Iran is probably
home to the first civic social movement in the Middle East, known as the Green Movement
(2009 – present). The past three historical democratic waves introduced Iran to the rule of law
and constitutionalism, democratic nationalism, and antidespotic revolutionary change with
elements of an Islamic discourse. The current Green Movement is marked by a new historical
era toward post-Islamism in Iran. This article examines the nature and the diversity of postIslamist trends in the country. I first briefly conceptualize and contextualize post- Islamist
discourses in Iran and then analyze the sociopolitical origins of three trends of post-Islamism
in postrevolutionary Iran. The conclusion problematizes the nature and future success of
post-Islamism in the country.
)RAN #ONCEPTUALIZING AND #ONTEXTUALIZING 0OST )SLAMISM

Post-Islamism is a relatively new concept that has emerged in the past two decades to describe
a new phenomenon, a stage of development, and discourse in the Muslim world.1 The crisis
of Islamism contributed to the rise of post-Islamism in the 1990s. Post-Islamism, Olivier Roy
4HE %NGLISH TRANSLATIONS ARE MINE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 4HE
%NGLISH TRANSLATION OF 3HARIATI´S WORKS FROM !BBAS -ANOOCHEHRI
±#RITICAL 2ELIGIOUS 2EASON !LI 3HARI´ATI ON 2ELIGION 0HILOSOPHY
AND %MANCIPATION ² 0OLYLOG THEMPOLYLOGORGFMA ENHTM
ACCESSED  *ULY  WERE PARTICULARLY USEFUL

 4HE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF POST )SLAMISM CAN BE TRACED BACK TO
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY !LI !BD AL 2AZIQ ¯ IN HIS CLAS
SIC BOOK )SLAM AND THE &OUNDATIONS OF 0OWER  ARGUED THAT
THE +ORAN DOES NOT OFFER ANY SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AND THAT
-USLIMS MAY CHOOSE ANY FORM OF GOVERNMENT 0ROPHET -UHAM

MAD´S AUTHORITY WAS ONLY SPIRITUAL AND SOCIAL IN NA
TURE 0OST 0ROPHET POLITICAL SYSTEMS HAD NO BASIS IN
)SLAMIC ½QH JURISPRUDENCE  THEY WERE EXPEDIENT TY
RANNICAL STRUCTURES ADOPTED BY THE !RABS (OWEVER
!BD AL 2AZIQ´S IDEAS WERE LOST IN THE MIDST OF REVO
LUTIONARY )SLAMIST TRENDS INCLUDING (ASAN AL "ANNA´S
AND OTHERS´ !LI !BD AL 2AZIQ )SLAM AND THE &UNDA
MENTALS OF !UTHORITY ! 3TUDY OF THE #ALIPHATE AND
'OVERNMENT IN )SLAM RD ED NP  
 /LIVIER 2OY 'LOBALIZED )SLAM 4HE 3EARCH FOR A
.EW 5MMAH .EW 9ORK #OLUMBIA 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
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0OST )SLAMIST 4RENDS IN 0OSTREVOLUTIONARY )RAN

Islamism, post-Islamism accepts public religion.
Contrary to Islamism, it rejects the concept of Islamic state. While religion might play a constructive role in civil society, the state is a secular entity no matter who the statesman is. Islamic state
in theory is an oxymoron; in practice it is no
less than a clerical oligarchy, a Leviathan, which
protects the interests of the ruling class. Hence
the concept of Islamic state marks a distinction
between post-Islamism and Islamism, including
moderate Islamism.
Paradoxically, today’s Iran under the first
modern Islamic state represents the most complex form of post-Islamism in the Muslim world.
The main features of post-Islamism in postrevolutionary Iran are twofold: first, it is more than
an intellectual discourse; it is deeply rooted in
the civil society. The reform movement in the
late 1990s and the current Green Movement
symbolize the sociopolitical features of Iran’s
post- Islamist movement. Second, post- Islamism
in Iran is not monolithic; it can be divided into
three main intellectual trends, with each trend
subdivided into various views: (1) quasi/semipost-Islamism; (2) liberal post-Islamism; and (3)
neo- Shariati post-Islamist discourse.7

-OJTABA -AHDAVI

argues, is a departure from a violent revolutionary discourse to a missionary Islamist agenda.2
According to Gilles Kepel, post- Islamism attempts to deglobalize Islamism.3 For Asef Bayat,
post- Islamism “represents both a condition and
a project.” It refers to a condition where Islamism
“becomes compelled, both by its own internal
contradictions and by societal pressure, to reinvent itself.” It is also a project, “a conscious attempt to conceptualize and strategize the rationale and modalities of transcending Islamism
in social, political, and intellectual domains.”4
Post- Islamism signifies the impact of secular
exigencies on a religious discourse in our postsecular age.
Like Islamism, post-Islamism is not monolithic. It has taken various forms in different societies. Post-Islamism has been used as historical
and analytical categories in reference to diverse
politico- intellectual and social trends such as
the Centre Party (Hizb al-Wasat) in Egypt, the
Justice and Development Party (AKP) in Turkey,
civil Islam in Indonesia, Imran Khan’s Movement for Justice (Tehreek- e-Insaf) in Pakistan,
and various forms of Muslim reformist trends in
postrevolutionary Iran. Post- Islamism, despite
its varieties, shares the following themes: it is a
radial call for a critical dialogue between sacred
and secular, faith and freedom, revelation and
reason, tradition and modernity, religiosity and
rights, and local and global paradigms.5 The
post- Islamic discourse is neither anti- Islamic
nor un-Islamic, nor is it a radical break from Islamism. It implies that Islam is neither the solution nor the problem. Post-Islamism is a combination of “Islamism” and “Islamwasm.”6
There is a continuity and change between Islamism and post- Islamism. Similar to

0OST )SLAMISM AS A 3OCIO INTELLECTUAL -OVEMENT

Post-Islamism in postrevolutionary Iran resulted
from the paradox of the Islamic state. The unintended consequences of the Khomeinist state
empowered and enlightened the public, transformed the people from subjects to citizens, and
eventually undermined the intellectual, political,
and social foundations of the Islamic Republic.
The 1979 revolution, the mobilization of people
for a greater participation in the Islamic Republic, and the Iran-Iraq war, the first modern war

 !SEF "AYAT )SLAM AND $EMOCRACY 7HAT )S THE
2EAL 1UESTION ,EIDEN !MSTERDAM 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
 ¯
 )BID ¯
 ) BORROW ±)SLAMISM² AND ±)SLAMWASM² FROM :IBA
-IR (OSSEINI AND 2ICHARD 4APPER ±)SLAMISM ISM OR
WASM² IN )SLAMISM #ONTESTED 0ERSPECTIVES ON 0OLITICAL
)SLAM ED 2ICHARD # -ARTIN AND !BBAS "ARZEGAR 3TAN
FORD #! 3TANFORD 5NIVERSITY 0RESS  ¯
 4HE QUASISEMI POST )SLAMISM IS REPRESENTED BY
REFORMISTS SUCH AS -IR (OSSEIN -OUSAVI -EHDI
+AROUBI -OHAMMAD +HATAMI !YATOLLAH (OSSEIN !LI
-ONTAZERI !YATOLLAH 9USEF 3AANEI !HMAD 1ABEL AND

-OHSEN +ADIVAR -AJOR SCHOLARS AND ACTIVISTS OF THE
LIBERAL POST )SLAMISM ARE !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH -O
HAMMAD -OJTAHED 3HABESTARI -OSTAFA -ALEKIAN
-OHSEN 3AIDZADEH 3AEED (AJARIAN !KBAR 'ANJI AND
!LIREZA !LAVITABAR -AJOR PUBLIC INTELLECTUAL ½GURES
OF THE NEO 3HARIATI POST )SLAMIST DISCOURSE INCLUDE
%HSAN 3HARIATI 3USAN 3HARIATI 3ARA 3HARIATI 2EZA !LI
JANI (ASSAN 9USE½ %SHKEVARI 4AQI 2AHMANI !HMAD
:EIDABADI AND MEMBERS OF THE 2ESEARCH "UREAU OF
!LI 3HARIATI IN 4EHRAN
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fought by the Iranian state in 150 years, were
instrumental in such a social transformation.8
The end of the Iran-Iraq war with no clear victory for either side, the decline of revolutionary
fever, and Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini’s death
brought a new chapter to the life and legacy of
ruling Islamists in Iran. The main challenge
after Khomeini was to institutionalize or, using
Max Weber’s phrase, “routinize” Khomeini’s
charisma. But Khomeini’s charisma was not
transferable to a successor. Given his lack of personal charisma and strong clerical credentials,
Khomeini’s successor, Sayyed Ali Khamenei, was
dependent on his conservative peers. Having
been concerned about the leader’s lack of charismatic authority, the clerical oligarchy replaced
the revolutionary charismatic legitimacy with an
absolutist version of the velayat- e faqih (guardianship of the jurist), suggesting a complete and
full obedience to the faqih, or “melting into the
velayat” (zob- e dar velayat). However, the dominant ideology of Khomeinism was no longer
able to reach the youth, even though they had
been raised and educated under the Islamic Republic. They were socioculturally disenchanted,
politically disappointed, and economically dissatisfied. The state had failed to create the men
and women or the society that Khomeini had
envisioned. Iran in the 1990s was experiencing a
growing social and ideological disenchantment.
By the early 1990s Iran was grappling with
the consequences of demographic changes in
which 70 percent of the population was under
age thirty.9 Rapid urbanization and the expansion of higher education were two more struc-

 4HE WAR ±TAUGHT )RANIANS POLITICAL MODERATION AND
CYNICISM TOWARDS AUTHORITY² THAT !YATOLLAH +HOMEINI
±COULD ACCEPT THE 5. INSPIRED ARMISTICE AFTER PREVI
OUSLY REJECTING IT WAS SHOCKING EVIDENCE OF THE FALLI
BILITY OF MAN² !LI - !NSARI )RAN )SLAM AND $EMOC
RACY 4HE 0OLITICS OF -ANAGING #HANGE ,ONDON 2OYAL
)NSTITUTE OF )NTERNATIONAL !FFAIRS  
 $URING THE ½RST DECADE AFTER THE REVOLUTION THE
)SLAMIC 2EPUBLIC DISMANTLED FAMILY PLANNING WHICH
WAS PERCEIVED AS THE SHAH´S LEGACY AND ENCOURAGED
FERTILITY BY LOWERING THE LEGAL AGE OF MARRIAGE TO ½F
TEEN FOR BOYS AND THIRTEEN FOR GIRLS 4HE RESULT WAS
THAT ABOUT HALF THE COUNTRY´S POPULATION WAS BORN
AFTER THE REVOLUTION AND TO THIS GENERATION +HOMEI
NI´S LEGACY BELONGED TO HISTORY )N THE MID S THE
POPULATION GROWTH RATE WAS  PERCENT DOUBLE THE
WORLD AVERAGE &ROM  TO  THE POPULATION
GREW FROM  MILLION TO  MILLION WITH YOUTH NUM
BERING NEARLY  MILLION !LI "ANUAZIZI ±&ALTERING ,E

tural factors pushing for greater social change.
Likewise, the departure of many men to fight
in the war brought an urgent need for the employment of women in both public and private
sectors. By the mid-1980s female employment
was at 30 percent, exceeding the prerevolutionary level. Women also constituted 40 percent of
all graduates.10 Moreover, the regime’s cultural
revolution was far from successful.11 The clerical oligarchy failed to grasp the dialectics and
dynamism of sociopolitical changes.
At the same time, the civil society managed to challenge the repressive intentions of
the state to a certain extent. Youth and women
brought the public sphere into their private lives
by watching forbidden shows via foreign satellites, by meeting and communicating with one
another, and by openly discussing sociopolitical
taboos. More important, they even managed
to create a relatively open space in the public
sphere by resisting the clerical cultural code and
insisting on their social, if not political, rights.
Women continued to challenge the state’s gender politics by consistently resisting clerical indoctrination and resocialization. The hijab, as
Haideh Moghissi puts it, became “a haunting
concern for the Islamic Republic” and thus “the
symbol of women’s defiance and resistance.”12
The independent intellectuals managed to continue publishing some journals such as IranFarda, Goftego, and Kiyan. The film industry and
the arts in general, in spite of severe censorship,
managed to implicitly expose ideas fundamentally foreign to the clerical cultural codes, creating a relatively active and energetic civil society.

GITIMACY 4HE 2ULING #LERICS AND #IVIL 3OCIETY IN )RAN ²
)NTERNATIONAL *OURNAL OF 0OLITICS #ULTURE AND 3OCIETY
   
 )N THE MID S  PERCENT OF THE POPULATION
LIVED IN CITIES AND 4EHRAN´S POPULATION INCREASED
FROM  MILLION IN  TO  MILLION IN  +AVEH %H
SANI ±-UNICIPAL -ATTERS 4HE 5RBANIZATION OF #ON
SCIOUSNESS AND 0OLITICAL #HANGE IN 4EHRAN ² -IDDLE
%AST 2EPORT NO    ¯ -EN´S LITERACY RATE
ROSE FROM  PERCENT IN  TO  PERCENT IN 
WHILE WOMEN´S ROSE FROM  PERCENT TO  PERCENT
IN THE SAME PERIOD ±)LLITERACY 2ATE $ROPPED BY 
0ERCENT SINCE  ² )SLAMIC 2EPUBLIC .EWS !GENCY
)2.!  3EPTEMBER  NETIRANCOM CITED IN
$ANIEL "RUMBERG 2EINVENTING +HOMEINI 4HE 3TRUG
GLE FOR 2EFORM IN )RAN #HICAGO 5NIVERSITY OF #HICAGO
0RESS  

 ! DECADE AFTER THE REOPENING OF THE UNIVERSITIES
IN  DESPITE THE REGIME´S POLICY OF AF½RMATIVE AC
TION TO SECURE ADMISSIONS FOR THE MARTYRS´ FAMILY UNI
VERSITY STUDENTS WERE ALIENATED FROM THE DOMINANT
CLERICAL CULTURE 5NIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS AND THE CURRI
CULA REMAINED AS IN THE PREREVOLUTIONARY PERIOD EVEN
AFTER THE STRICT POLICY OF )SLAMIZATION FROM ABOVE 4HE
REGIME HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO RETAIN MANY UNIVERSITY
INSTRUCTORS EDUCATED IN THE 7EST GIVEN THE SHORTAGE
OF QUALI½ED UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS
 (AIDEH -OGHISSI ±4ROUBLED 2ELATIONSHIPS
7OMEN .ATIONALISM AND THE ,EFT -OVEMENT IN
)RAN ² IN 2EFORMERS AND 2EVOLUTIONARIES IN -ODERN
)RAN .EW 0ERSPECTIVES ON THE )RANIAN ,EFT ED 3TEPHA
NIE #RONIN ,ONDON 2OUTLEDGE#URZON  

 4HE AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME OF AN )RANIAN FAMILY
WAS 2  DURING ¯ WHILE THE POVERTY LINE
WAS SET AT 2 MILLION (OSSEIN !ZIMI )RAN E %MROOZ
!(  ¯
 %RVAND !BRAHAMIAN ±%MPIRE 3TRIKES "ACK )RAN
IN 53 3IGHTS ² IN )NVENTING THE !XIS OF %VIL 4HE 4RUTH
ABOUT .ORTH +OREA )RAN AND 3YRIA ED "RUCE #UM
INGS %RVAND !BRAHAMIAN AND -OSHE -A´OZ .EW
9ORK .EW 0RESS  ¯ )N THE EARLY AND MID
S A SERIES OF DEMONSTRATIONS AND UNREST IN 4EH
RAN 3HIRAZ AND -ASHHAD SIGNALED A DEEP CRISIS IN
BOTH THE LEGITIMACY AND THE EF½CIENCY OF THE +HOMEI
NIST STATE /N INEFFECTIVE ECONOMIC PLANS SEE )RANIAN
NATIONAL 46  *UNE  CITED IN !NSARI )RAN )SLAM
AND $EMOCRACY 
 )N AN INTERVIEW WITH A WIDELY CIRCULATED REFORM
IST DAILY +HATAMI ARGUED THAT HE WAS AWARE THAT THE
MOST CRITICAL ISSUE WAS THE ±PHYSICAL MENTAL AND SPIRI
TUAL NEEDS² OF THE YOUNG WHO NEED TO ±ENJOY THE PRES
ENT² ±+HATAMI )NTERVIEWED ON .EED TO !DDRESS 9OUTH
0ROBLEMS ² (AMSHAHRI  -ARCH   -ARCH 
QUOTED IN "RUMBERG 2EINVENTING +HOMEINI  &OR
+HATAMI THE YOUTH SEGMENT WAS ±NOT AN ENIGMA BUT
AN ADVANTAGE² 3ALAM  !PRIL  QUOTED IN -EHDI
-OSLEM &ACTIONAL 0OLITICS IN 0OST +HOMEINI )RAN 3YRA
CUSE .9 3YRACUSE 5NIVERSITY 0RESS  

 )NTERESTINGLY EVEN THE YOUNG GENERATION OF BA
ZAARIS UNLIKE THE FORMAL BAZAAR ESTABLISHMENT WAS
BECOMING MORE OPEN TO GLOBAL INTEGRATION AND LESS
ANTAGONISTIC TOWARD REFORM THEY TOO SUPPORTED
+HATAMI 7OMEN VOTED FOR +HATAMI TO EXPRESS THEIR
WISHES FOR GREATER CHANGE IN POLITICAL LEGAL AND ED
UCATIONAL SPHERES TO IMPROVE AND EXPAND WOMEN´S
RIGHTS 'IVEN +HATAMI´S REPUTATION FOR TOLERANCE AND
THE LIMITED DEGREE OF PLURALISM DURING HIS SHORT MIN
ISTERIAL TENURE SOME INTELLECTUALS INCLUDING MIDDLE
CLASS CIVIL SERVANTS SUPPORTED +HATAMI &OR THE IN
TELLECTUALS HE WAS AN EDUCATED OPEN MINDED CLERIC
WHO WAS FORCED TO RESIGN FROM THE -INISTRY OF #UL
TURE -OREOVER A BROAD CATEGORY OF THE POOR SAW IN
+HATAMI A DESIRE TO BRING ABOUT GREATER SOCIAL JUSTICE
&ARHAD +AZEMI ±4HE 0RECARIOUS 2EVOLUTION 5NCHANG
ING )NSTITUTIONS AND THE &ATE OF 2EFORM IN )RAN ² *OUR
NAL OF )NTERNATIONAL !FFAIRS    ¯ ¯
 /N +HATAMI AS THE ±#INDERELLA CANDIDATE ² SEE
-OHSEN - -ILANI ±2EFORM AND 2ESISTANCE IN THE )S
LAMIC 2EPUBLIC OF )RAN ² IN )RAN AT THE #ROSSROADS ED
*OHN , %SPOSITO AND 2 + 2AMAZANI .EW 9ORK 0AL
GRAVE   /N +HATAMI AS THE ±ACCIDENTAL PRES
IDENT ² SEE 3HAUL "AKHASH ±)RAN´S 2EMARKABLE %LEC
TION ² IN )SLAM AND $EMOCRACY IN THE -IDDLE %AST ED
,ARRY $IAMOND -ARC & 0LATTNER AND $ANIEL "RUM
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pointed by the clerical oligarchy, also voted for
Khatami. For the first time in the modern era
the ulema had lost their independence under
the Islamic state. Contrary to the conventional
argument, under the Islamic Republic politics
has triumphed over religion; religion has served
politics and not the other way around.16 In sum,
Khomeini’s theory and practice of absolute velayat- e faqih and Islamization from above disappointed both independent religious and secular
forces. Khatami’s discourse of the rule of law,
civil society promotion, pluralism, and democracy appealed to various sections of society,
making him a “Cinderella candidate” and eventually an “accidental president” of the Islamic
Republic.17 Khatami did not succeed, however,
even though his reformist republic (1997– 2005)
was not a total failure.18 Khatami’s presidency
provided a relatively free space for the development of civil society especially for women, students, and intellectual organizations.19 Intellectuals, either in person or in press, succeeded in
communicating with the civil society. They “inspired a mass reform movement linking three
generations; prominent ‘fathers of the revolution,’ most critically Ayatollah Montazeri; ‘children of the revolution,’ many of whom came
from the Islamic Left as well as from liberalnationalist circles; and finally ‘grandchildren
of the revolution,’ the new generation of high

-OJTABA -AHDAVI

Meanwhile, Iran’s growing middle class
remained economically dissatisfied.13 Middleclass families were using their savings, selling off
their assets, and engaging in the underground
economy. In the mid-1990s, Iran was facing the
economic consequence of an eight- year war.
The return of a huge number of war veterans to
the urban centers looking for jobs added to the
growing number of urban poor, and an everincreasing number of urban youth job- seekers
put the state in a hard position. A sharp decline
in oil prices, a rapid rise in population, ineffective economic plans, and systemic corruption “generated a host of economic problems:
unemployment, inf lation, foreign- exchange
crises, lack of investments, shortages of schools
and housing, flight of capital and professionals,
and continued influx of peasants into urban
slums.”14
The reformist presidential candidate,
Mohammad Khatami, unlike his conservative
counterpart, acknowledged and spoke about
the crisis. With some two-thirds of the population under age twenty-five, 50 percent below age
twenty, and 70 percent below age thirty, with no
personal memory of monarchy or revolution,
women and youth overwhelmingly voted for
Khatami, hoping for greater sociocultural opening and economic opportunity.15 Paradoxically,
independent religious people, equally disap-

BERG "ALTIMORE *OHNS (OPKINS 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
  )T IS WORTH MENTIONING THAT THE OUTCOME
OF ALL POSTREVOLUTIONARY PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS 
  AND  EXCEPT FOR THE ½RST ONE IN 
WAS PREDETERMINED 4HE OUTCOME OF THE  PRESI
DENTIAL ELECTION WAS UNCERTAIN BECAUSE OF THE LEVEL
OF THE ELITES´ FACTIONAL POLITICS THE DYNAMICS OF CIVIL
SOCIETY AND THE PERSONALITY OF +HATAMI HIMSELF
 -ANY FACTORS INCLUDING THE NATURE OF THE STATE
THE STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS DOMESTIC SO
CIOPOLITICAL STRUCTURES AND THE REFORMISTS´ LEADERSHIP
STYLE AND THEIR ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY AND IDEOLOGI
CAL DISCOURSE CONTRIBUTED TO THIS FAILURE 3EE -OJTABA
-AHDAVI ±2ETHINKING 3TRUCTURE AND !GENCY IN $E
MOCRATIZATION )RANIAN ,ESSONS ² )NTERNATIONAL *OUR
NAL OF #RIMINOLOGY AND 3OCIOLOGICAL 4HEORY  NO 
  ¯
 "Y   NEWSPAPERS WITH A DAILY CIRCULATION
OF ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND WERE PUBLISHED IN )RAN "Y
 MORE THAN  MILLION )RANIANS USED THE )NTERNET
AND ±WOMEN FORMED  PERCENT OF THE INCOMING UNI
VERSITY STUDENTS  PERCENT OF ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS
 PERCENT OF DOCTORS  PERCENT OF GOVERNMENT EM
PLOYEES AND  PERCENT OF THE GENERAL LABOR FORCE²
!BRAHAMIAN ±%MPIRE 3TRIKES "ACK ² ¯
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school and university students who constituted
the movement’s mass base.”20 The same fathers,
children, and grandchildren of the revolution
currently participate in a post- Islamist Green
Movement in Iran, which is to say that many of
the active civil society organizations in the current Green Movement were developed during
Khatami’s presidency.
4HREE 4RENDS OF 0OST )SLAMISM
1UASI3EMI 0OST )SLAMISM

The first trend of post- Islamism is a complex
phenomenon. Some individuals within this
trend are still committed to the doctrine of
velayat- e faqih, the political legacy of Khomeini,
but are disenchanted with the absolutist version
of the doctrine.21 The rule of the vali- ye faqih
(the jurist/leader), it is argued, is not divine
and must be subject to democratic procedures.
Others, such as Mohsen Kadivar and Ahmad
Qabel, prominent disciples of Ayatollah Hossein Ali Montazeri, and Mustafa Tajzadeh, a
well-known reformist, reject Khomeini’s theory
but remain committed to the concept of Islamic
Republic.22
Montazeri first criticized the absolute
velayat- e faqih when Khomeini was alive (in November 1987, July 1988, and early 1989), because
he objected to the mass execution of political
prisoners of various opposition groups. In the
post-Khomeini era he explicitly challenged the
absolute velayat-e faqih and advocated the notion
of an elected, constitutional, and accountable
velayat- e faqih (velayat- e entekhabi- e moghayadeh).
He also advocated the faqih’s supervisory rule

 "RUMBERG 2EINVENTING +HOMEINI 
 4HEY INCLUDE !YATOLLAH -ONTAZERI D  AND
THE PUBLIC ½GURES OF THE 'REEN -OVEMENT -OUSAVI
+AROUBI +HATAMI AND MEMBERS OF THE TWO MAJOR
REFORMIST PARTIES )RAN´S )SLAMIC 0ARTICIPATION 0ARTY
AND THE /RGANIZATION OF -UJAHIDEEN OF THE )SLAMIC
2EVOLUTION 
 )T IS WORTH NOTING THAT AFTER THE REVOLUTION THE
½RST DRAFT OF THE CONSTITUTION PRESENTED BY THE 2EVO
LUTIONARY #OUNCIL°MODELED ON THE  CONSTITUTION
OF THE &RENCH &IFTH 2EPUBLIC°ENVISIONED A DEMO
CRATIC GOVERNMENT WITH NO SUPERIOR POSITION RESERVED
FOR THE CLERGY VELAYAT E FAQIH  +ADIVAR AND 4AJZADEH
AMONG OTHER ADVOCATES OF THIS VIEW BELIEVE IN AN )S
LAMIC REPUBLIC EXCLUSIVE OF THE OFFICE OF VELAYAT E
FAGIH 3EE 4AJZADEH´S RECENT STATEMENT A LETTER FROM
PRISON TITLED ±0EDAR MADAR MA BAZ HAM MOTAHAMIM²
±&ATHER -OTHER 7E !RE 3TILL !CCUSED² -IZAN 0RESS

(nezarat- e faqih), instead of his guardianship
and leadership (velayat- e faqih). For Montazeri,
velayat- e faqih did not mean that “the leader is
free to do whatever he wants without accountability.”23 The vali- ye faqih “we envisaged in the
constitution,” he argued, “has his duties and
responsibilities clearly defined. His main responsibility is to supervise [and] stop dealing
with religious matters and content [himself] to
supervise.”24
As well, Montazeri in his four-volume work
in Arabic titled Dirasat fi vilayat al faqih al-dawlah
al- Islamiyah (On Velayat- e Faqih in the Islamic
State), published in 1964, offered a sophisticated
theological justification of the theory of velayate faqih. However, later on, in his work, Resalehye hoqouq (Treaties on Law), Montazeri explicitly
challenged the absolute velayat- e faqih and advocated people’s rights.25 According to Montazeri,
since the Prophet and the imams never claimed
to operate beyond the law, they were also held
accountable and subject to criticism by members
of the early Muslim community. Hence the valiye faqih’s authority is limited to the will of the
people, and he does not have absolute power to
rule over the community.
Montazeri remained a fearless voice in
support of the Green Movement’s reformist opposition until he passed away. “This movement,”
he argued, “is the accurate reflection and representation of the justified demands of the majority that have surfaced over many years.” He
praised the “tolerant culture” of the movement
and condemned the regime’s “despotism, violence, [and] illegitimate and un- Islamic trials

MIZANKHABARNETINDEXPHP¯¯¯¯¯
¯L° ° RHTML *UNE   -OHSEN +ADIVAR
±#HAHAR RAH E JOMHORI² ±2EPUBLIC´S )NTERSECTIONS²
*ARAS 2AHESABZ ONLINE *ANUARY  WWWRAHESABZ
NETSTORY +ADIVAR HAS RECENTLY SUGGESTED THAT
HE BELIEVES IN SECULAR DEMOCRACY AS THE LAST STAGE OF
)RAN´S QUEST FOR DEMOCRACY (OWEVER THIS IS NOT AN
OPTION AT THIS POINT GIVEN THE CURRENT CONSTRAINTS
FACING THE 'REEN -OVEMENT 3EE ±)NTERVIEW WITH
-OHSEN +ADIVAR ) 4HINK OF A 3ECULAR $EMOCRACY ²
4EHRAN 2EVIEW TEHRANREVIEWNETARTICLES AC
CESSED  &EBRUARY  
 ±-ONTAZERI ON 3TATE´S 2OAD TO $ESTRUCTION ² +EY
HAN ,ONDON  /CTOBER  QUOTED IN "RUMBERG
2EINVENTING +HOMEINI 
 ±-ONTAZERI´S 3PEECH IN +EYHAN ²  $ECEMBER 
REPORTED IN EURASIANEWSCOMIRANMONTADRESHTML
QUOTED IN "RUMBERG 2EINVENTING +HOMEINI 

 (OSSEIN !LI -ONTAZERI 2ESALEH YE HOQOUQ 4EHRAN
3ARAIE   3EE ALSO (OSSEIN !LI -ONTAZERI ±*AIGAH
E GHANON ASASI DAR )SLAM VA DIDGHAH OLAMA VA KARSH
ENASAN² ±4HE 3TATUS OF THE #ONSTITUTION IN )SLAM
AND THE 6IEWS OF 2ELIGIOUS 3CHOLARS AND 3PECIALISTS²
#HESHM !NDAZ )RAN    -OREOVER ALTHOUGH
NOT A RADICAL DEPARTURE FROM ORTHODOXY -ONTAZERI´S
NEW RELIGIOUS RULINGS ON HIJAB APOSTASY AND THE )S
LAMIC PENAL CODE HUDUD CHALLENGED THE CONSERVATIVE
RULINGS !CCORDINGLY NEITHER DEATH FOR APOSTASY NOR
THE EXACT FORM OF HIJAB IS MENTIONED IN THE +ORAN "Y
VIRTUE OF THEIR HUMANITY 'OD HAS GRANTED DIGNITY TO
ALL HUMAN BEINGS &OR THIS REASON -ONTAZERI ARGUED
ALL MEMBERS OF THE NATION DESERVE EQUAL CITIZENSHIP
(E WAS THE ½RST 3HIITE AYATOLLAH TO DECLARE THAT THE
"AHAI COMMUNITY MUST ENJOY EQUAL RIGHTS -ONTAZERI
±(UMAN 2IGHTS OR THE 2IGHTS OF THE &AITHFUL ² WWW
AMONTAZERICOMFARSIDEFAULTASP ACCESSD  !U
GUST  

 (OSSEIN !LI -ONTAZERI ±2ESPONSE TO 1UESTIONS ON
THE 'REEN -OVEMENT ²  $ECEMBER  KHORDAAD
COMPMORE 
 -ONTAZERI´S LAST PUBLIC STATEMENT *ARAS 2AHES
ABZ ONLINE &EBRUARY  WWWRAHESABZNETSTORY

 -OHSEN +ADIVAR .OANDISHI E DINI VA HOGHOGHE
ZANAN 2ELIGIOUS 2EFORMISM AND 7OMEN´S 2IGHTS WWW
KADIVARCOM ACCESSED  *UNE  
 -OHSEN +ADIVAR !S )SLAM E TARIKHI BE )SLAM E MA
NAVI &ROM (ISTORICAL )SLAM TO 3PIRITUAL )SLAM WWW
KADIVARCOM ACCESSED  !UGUST  
 (E ARGUES THAT THE CENTRAL QUESTION FACING THE
CLERGY TODAY IS WHETHER IT CAN PRESERVE ITS INDEPEN
DENCE IN THE FACE OF AN )SLAMIC STATE )T DOES NOT
WANT TO FALL VICTIM TO THE FATE OF THE -ARXIST PARTIES
OF THE FORMER COMMUNIST STATES 3EE -OHSEN +ADI
VAR !NDISHEH YE SIYASI DAR )SLAM 0OLITICAL 4HOUGHT IN
)SLAM 4EHRAN .AY  VOLS ¯ 3IMILARLY -EHDI
(AERI 9AZDI THE RESPECTED SON OF THE HIGHLY IN¾UEN
TIAL LATE 'RAND !YATOLLAH !BDUL +ARIM (AERI 9AZDI
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is one among many other secular and Islamic
voices in the Green Movement. 31 In one of
Mousavi’s latest statements, known as a working
draft of the Green Movement’s covenant, a semipost- Islamist trend is evident. He clearly advocates the separation of “religious institutions
and clergymen from the state,” even though
he acknowledges the “presence” of religion in
the future in Iran.32 He “oppose[s] the use of
religion as an instrument” and the “coercing of
people into an ideology, sect or clique.” People
want nothing short of “national sovereignty.” He
also explicitly argues that “neither our laws nor
our Constitution are eternal. Every nation has
the right to reform its current laws.” Similarly,
Mehdi Karoubi, another symbolic figure of the
Green Movement, clearly questions the authority of Khamenei as vali- ye faqih: “Why has the
authority of the Velayat- e Faqih been so greatly
extended? I doubt that so much authority and
power were given to the Prophets themselves, or
the infallible [Shi’a] Imams. I even doubt that
God considers himself to have the right to deal
with his servants in the same way.”33

-OJTABA -AHDAVI

of political activists.”26 In his last public speech,
Montazeri boldly argued that one is not obliged
to defend the Islamic Republic at any cost; the
survival of the Islamic state in itself is not religiously sanctioned. The Islamic state exists to
implement and materialize Islamic values. If it
violates such values it has lost its legitimacy.27
For Kadivar, Montazeri’s outspoken disciple, Islamic rules must always be compatible
with reason, the requirements of justice, the
people’s preference, and the exigencies of the
time.28 Following this rationale, he challenges
“historical Islam” (Islam-e tarikhi) and advocates
“spiritual Islam” (Islam-e manavi).29 Accordingly,
spiritual Islam supports equal rights for men
and women, Muslims and non-Muslims. The logical consequence of his reasoning is that Islam
and democracy are compatible, whereas democracy and the guardianship of the jurist have neither religious nor rational bases. Kadivar cites
various Shiite theological debates to nullify the
dominant theory of velayat- e faqih. He boldly
argues that Khomeini’s political version of the
velayat-e faqih did not exist in the Koran or in the
Prophet’s or the Shiite imam’s traditions.30
Mir-Hossein Mousavi, Khomeini’s favorite
prime minister in the 1980s and an advocate of
Khomeini’s political legacy in 2010, is another
example of quasi/semi-post-Islamism. While he
is critical of the current vali- ye faqih, he tends to
believe in the doctrine itself. However, Mousavi
has gradually moved toward a greater recognition of pluralism, stressing that his position

,IBERAL 0OST )SLAMISM

Liberal post-Islamism includes diverse dissident
religious intellectuals who gradually became
disenchanted with ideological revolutionary
Islam in general and the intellectual foundations of the Islamic state in Iran. The influential
religious reformist Abdolkarim Soroush, leading liberal cleric Mohammad Mojtahed Shabe-

CHALLENGES THE DOMINANT VERSION OF THE ABSOLUTE VE
LAYAT E FAQIH ±'OVERNANCE ;HOKUMAT= ² HE ARGUES
±IS NOT MORE THAN DEPUTYSHIP ;VEKALAT= AND ANY TIME
YOU FEEL THAT YOUR DEPUTY HAS COMMITTED TREACHERY
YOU REPLACE HIM    4HE KIND OF TRUE DEMOCRATIC )S
LAMIC GOVERNMENT THAT ) CONSTRUE IS DEPUTYSHIP   
!FTER THE (IJRA OF THE 0ROPHET FROM -ECCA TO -ADINA
THE PEOPLE OF -ADINA ³ELECTED´ HIM AS THE HEAD OF THE
STATE² (AMSHAHRI  *ULY  QUOTED IN -OSLEM
&ACTIONAL 0OLITIES 
 -OUSAVI HAS ISSUED EIGHTEEN STATEMENTS SINCE
*UNE  (IS STATEMENTS ARE AVAILABLE AT KHORDAAD
COMCAT ACCESSED  *UNE  )T IS WORTH NOT
ING THAT :AHRA 2AHNAVARD -OUSAVI´S WIFE AND COM
PANION ALSO SIGNALS SOME CHANGES IN HER POSITION
3HE STATES THAT THE 'REEN -OVEMENT IS INDEBTED
TO THE WOMEN´S MOVEMENT IN )RAN AND PRAISES THE
CONTRIBUTION OF BOTH SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVISTS
AGAINST UNJUST RULES AND REGULATIONS OVER THE PAST
THREE DECADES 3EE :AHRAH 2AHNAVARD WWWKALEME
COMKLM  AND WWWKALEME
COMKLM  ACCESSED  *ULY  

 !CCORDING TO -OUSAVI THE PEOPLE´S RESISTANCE HAS
TORN ±THE CURTAIN OF HYPOCRISIES AND DUPLICITY² OF THE
CURRENT REGIME WHICH HAS ±INSTITUTIONALIZED CORRUP
TION BEHIND A PRETENSE OF PIETY² 7HILE )RAN CURRENTLY
±EXPERIENCES THE GREATEST NUMBER OF EXECUTIONS PER
POPULATION ON THE WHOLE PLANET ² THE 'REEN -OVE
MENT ±RESPECTS HUMAN DIGNITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS²
AND BELIEVES IN EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW ±IRRESPECTIVE
OF IDEOLOGY RELIGION GENDER ETHNICITY AND SOCIAL STAT
UTES² )NTERESTINGLY ENOUGH -OUSAVI BORROWS A SECU
LAR TONE AND TERMS FROM AN )RANIAN POET -OHAMMAD
2EZA 3HAFIEI +ADKANI TO EXPRESS THE DEPTH OF PEO
PLE´S DISAPPOINTMENT AND DEMANDS ±! CHILD BY THE
NAME OF JOY  %YES BRIGHT AND GLISTENING  (AIR LONG
AS THE HEIGHTS OF HOPE  )S LOST OF LATE  7HOEVER HAS
NEWS OF HER  ,ET US KNOW  (ERE BETWEEN THE 0ERSIAN
'ULF  !ND THE #ASPIAN 3EA² ±-IR (OSSEIN -OUSAVI´S
%IGHTEENTH 3TATEMENT ²  *UNE  KHORDAAD
COMPMORE 
 -EHDI +AROUBI ±#OMPLETE 3TATEMENT FOR THE !N
NIVERSARY OF THE 'REEN -OVEMENT ²  *UNE 
KHORDAADCOMPMORE 
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stari, Mostafa Malekian, Saeed Hajarian, Akbar
Ganji, and Alireza Alavi-Tabar, among others,
posed serious and substantial philosophical
challenges to the ideological foundations of the
ruling Islamists.34
Soroush first served as Khomeini’s representative at the Cultural Revolution Institute
but he resigned in 1984. Given his close connection with the revolutionary Islamists, Soroush
was relatively successful in making his journal
Kiyan a platform for the future reformists in the
late 1990s.35 In his series of articles on the contraction and expansion of religious knowledge
(qabz va baste te’urik- e Shari’at), Soroush laid out
a foundation of an epistemic pluralism in the
postrevolutionary religious discourse. Any understanding of religion, he argued, is humane
and time- bound; it is neither sacred nor absolute. Religion is defined by its human “religious
experience.” For Soroush, clerics, like other
“professional groups,” hold a corporate identity,
“a collective identity and shared interest,” and
thus possess no divine authority. 36 Soroush’s
new theology (kalam- e jadeed) was in effect a
theological challenge to the official religious
discourse and the clerical class, meaning the
theory of velayat- e faqih.
Soroush also challenged the notion of
“religious government” by suggesting that anything “that has its own prior essence . . . can
no longer be considered intrinsically religious,
because one thing cannot have two intrinsic
natures. . . . for example, ‘water’ has its own
structure. . . . For this reason, we do not have
religious water and non-religious water . . . or
religious and non-religious wine. The same ap-

 &OR FURTHER INFORMATION ON -OSTAFA -ALEKIAN´S
WORKS SEE HIS 2AHI BE 2AHAEI 'OFTOGOHAEI AR BAREYE
AGHLANIYAT VA MANAVIYAT ! 0ATH TO &REEDOM 2E¾EC
TIONS ON 2ATIONALITY AND 3PIRITUALITY 4EHRAN .ASHRE
.EGAHE -OASER !(  
 3OROUSH WAS BORN IN  IN SOUTHERN 4EHRAN
STUDIED AT THE )SLAMIC !LAVI SCHOOL AND PURSUED THE
STUDY OF )SLAMIC LAW AFTER HE MET +HOMEINI IN 
(E RECEIVED A MASTER´S DEGREE IN ANALYTICAL CHEMIS
TRY AND A DOCTORAL DEGREE IN HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF ,ONDON AND RETURNED
TO )RAN AFTER THE REVOLUTION !FTER THE CLOSURE OF THE
UNIVERSITIES 3OROUSH WAS APPOINTED BY +HOMEINI TO
THE #ULTURAL 2EVOLUTION )NSTITUTE 4HE SO CALLED CUL
TURAL REVOLUTION SOUGHT TO PURGE THE DISSIDENT SCHOL
ARS AND REVISE THE UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM 0ARADOXI
CALLY HOWEVER 3OROUSH WHO DEFENDED THE NOTION OF
AN ±OPEN SOCIETY² AGAINST COMMUNISM WAS INVOLVED
IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER IN THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION 9ET

plies to justice . . . knowledge . . . and the like.
Similarly, we cannot have an intrinsically religious government.” 37 Put simply, because religion and politics are positively correlated, “the
least we can say in this respect is that religiosity
or the lack thereof does not enter the essence
of government. However, as an external reality, government is subordinated to society and
constitutes one of its forms of organization. If a
society is religious, its government too will take
on a religious hue.”38
Soroush made it clear that religion is not
confined to its formal interpreters. Islam is
larger than the ulema’s clerical Islam and richer
than the fiqh, or jurisprudence. For Soroush,
“the idea of democratic religious government”
would shift the center of power from the velayat-e
faqih to civil society and would transform the
religious oligarchy into a democratic, and yet
religious, politics.39 For Soroush, “religious despotism is most intransigent because a religious
despot views his rule as not only his right but
his duty. Only a religious democracy that secures and shelters faith can be secure and sheltered from such self-righteous and anti-religious
rule.”40 Furthermore, in his Loftier than Ideology
(Farbehtar az ideoogy), Soroush argued that religion is not an ideology. He offered a minimalist
understanding of religion vis- à-vis a maximalist discourse of the ideologized religion. In his
words, “the greatest pathology of religion I have
noticed after the revolution is that it has become
plump, even swollen. . . . It is neither possible nor
desirable for religion, given its ultimate mission,
to carry such a burden. This means purifying
religion, making it lighter and more buoyant.”41

HE CLAIMS THAT HE WAS ONLY A MEMBER OF THE !DVISORY
#OUNCIL OF THE #ULTURAL 2EVOLUTION WHOSE ±MAIN TASK
WAS REOPENING UNIVERSITIES² -AHMOUD 3ADRI AND
!HMAD 3ADRI EDS AND TRANS 2EASON &REEDOM AND
$EMOCRACY IN )SLAM %SSENTIAL 7RITINGS OF !BDOLKARIM
3OROUSH /XFORD /XFORD 5NIVERSITY 0RESS  
 ±3OROUSH ON &REEDOM OF #LERGY ² +IYAN !PRIL¯-AY
 QUOTED IN "RUMBERG 2EINVENTING +HOMEINI

 3OROUSH ±/N -EANING AND &OUNDATION OF 3ECU
LARISM ² +IYAN !UGUST¯3EPTEMBER  QUOTED IN
"RUMBERG 2EINVENTING +HOMEINI 
 !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ±4HE 3ENSE AND %SSENCE OF
3ECULARISM ² IN 3ADRI AND 3ADRI 2EASON &REEDOM AND
$EMOCRACY 
 !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ±4HE )DEA OF $EMOCRATIC 2E
LIGIOUS 'OVERNMENT ² IN 3ADRI AND 3ADRI 2EASON &REE
DOM AND $EMOCRACY ¯

 !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ±4OLERANCE AND 'OVER
NANCE ² IN 3ADRI AND 3ADRI 2EASON &REEDOM AND $E
MOCRACY 
 !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ±)NTELLECTUAL !UTOBIOGRA
PHY !N )NTERVIEW ² IN 3ADRI AND 3ADRI 2EASON &REE
DOM AND $EMOCRACY  &OR FURTHER STUDY SEE !B
DOLKARIM 3OROUSH -UDARA VA MUDIRIYAT 4OLERANCE
AND !DMINISTRATION 4EHRAN 3ERAT   3OROUSH
"AST E TAJRUBEH E NABAVI %XPANSION OF 0ROPHETIC %X
PERIENCE 4EHRAN 3ERAT   3OROUSH ±1ARA´AT E
FASHISTI AZ DIN² ±4HE &ASCIST 2EADING OF 2ELIGION² IN
2AWSHANFEKRIVA DINDARI )NTELLECTUALISM AND 2ELIGIOS
ITY 4EHRAN 3ERAT   AND 3OROUSH ±2ELIGIOUS $IS
COURSES IN #ONTEMPORARY )RAN ² IN !´IN E SHAHRIYARI VA
DINDARI 4HE %TIQUETTE OF 2ULING AND 2ELIGIOSITY 4EH
RAN 3ERAT   3EE ALSO &OROUGH *AHANBAKHSH
±2ELIGIOUS AND 0OLITICAL $ISCOURSE IN )RAN -OVING TO
WARD 0OST FUNDAMENTALISM ² "ROWN *OURNAL OF 7ORLD
!FFAIRS    ¯

 !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ,OFTIER THAN )DEOLOGY 4EH
RAN 3ERAT  ¯
 -ICHEL (OEBINK ±4HE 7ORD OF -OHAMMAD ²
AN INTERVIEW WITH 3OROUSH WWWDRSOROUSHCOM
%NGLISH)NTERVIEWS% ).4 4HE7ORDOF
-OHAMMADHTML !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ±$E
MOCRACY AND 2ATIONALITY ² INTERVIEW WITH 3OROUSH BY
3HARGH NEWSPAPER $ECEMBER  WWWDRSOROUSH
COM%NGLISH)NTERVIEWS% ).4 ¯HTM
 3EE -OHAMMAD -OJTAHED 3HABESTARI (ERMENU
TIK KITAB VA 3UNNAT (ERMENEUTICS THE "OOK AND 4RA
DITION 4EHRAN 4ARH E .AW   -OJTAHED 3HABE
STARI )MAN VA !ZADI &AITH AND &REEDOM 4EHRAN
4ARH E .AW   -OJTAHED 3HABESTARI .AQDI BAR
QARA´AT E RASMI E DIN ! #RITIQUE OF THE /F½CIAL 2EAD
ING OF )SLAM 4EHRAN 4ARH E .AW  

 -OHAMMAD -OJTAHED 3HABESTARI ±2AH E DOSH
VAR E MARDOM SALARI² ±4HE $IF½CULT 0ATH TO $EMOC
RACY² !FTAB 4EHRAN "AHMAN !( *ANUARY 
¯
 &OR AN EXCELLENT COLLECTION OF THE DEBATES ON )S
LAMIC TRADITION AND SECULARISM AMONG THE -USLIM RE
FORMISTS SEE 3ERAT ED 3UNNA AND 3ECULARISM 7ORKS
OF ! 3OROUSH - -OJTAHED 3HABESTARI - -ALEKIAN
AND - +ADIVAR 3UNNAT VA SECULARISM 'OFTARHAEI AS
! 3OROUSH - -OJTAHED 3HABESTARI - -ALEKIAN AND
- +ADIVAR 4EHRAN 3ERAT !(  
)NDIVIDUALS SUCH AS -EHDI "AZARGAN -AHMOUD
4ALEQANI (ABIBOLLAH 0EYMAN AND %ZZATOLLAH 3AHABI
AND INTELLECTUAL TRENDS SUCH AS )RAN´S &REEDOM -OVE
MENT THE JOURNAL )RAN E &ARDA AND THE COALITION OF
-ELLI -AZHABI ARE MUCH CLOSER TO NEO 3HARIATI POST
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concept of velayat- e faqih are political exercises
and are not inspired by the sacred text.
Unlike the fiqh- based reading of Islam
(Islam- e feqahati), Mojtahed Shabestari’s hermeneutical, historicist, and rationalist reading of
Islam believes in democracy as the only viable
political system. He makes a clear distinction
between “Islamic democracy” and “Muslim democracy.” A democratic interpretation of Islam
may concur with democracy, yet democracy is
never built on the principles of Islam. Muslims
can be democrats; they can also come up with
a democratic reading of Islam. However, such
democratic versions of Islam do not make their
state an Islamic democracy. Muslims ruling
democratically become democrats; they do not
make the state Islamic. For this reason, Muslim
democracy is a more appropriate term than Islamic
democracy. Democracy is about power, and power
remains a worldly political concept. Islam, like
other religions, recognizes this same secular,
not sacred, power on earth. Political authority
has no religious essence, Islamic or otherwise.46
Liberal post-Islamists, in sum, argue that
religious knowledge is a branch of human
knowledge; it is culturally and historically contingent and corresponds to other forms of secular human knowledge. Religion and the Sharia
are silent; social agents and social contexts give
voices to religious texts. One’s commitment to
religion should be measured by its commitment
to the intrinsic, core, and transcendent of religion, not to the contingent and historical aspects of religion. Islam is not an ideology; it does
not offer a particular form of political system.
Religion is a spiritual experience and mostly, if
not fully, belongs to the private sphere.47

-OJTABA -AHDAVI

Soroush’s liberal Rawlsian approach to
Islam implies that both the meaning and social
implications of religion should be understood
only through the free exercise of public reason.
This approach can be interpreted in two ways.
First, Soroush does not advocate the privatization of Islam, as is evident in his theory of the
“religious democratic state.” 42 Second, in fact,
like other liberals, he believes in the privatization of Islam. In the past few years, echoing
the liberal theory, Soroush more explicitly relegated religion to the private sphere. As such,
religion is understood as a personal interpretation of spirituality devoid of a meaningful
constructive political dimension. He has even
humanized and secularized Prophet Muhammad’s revelation (vahy) by linking it to a mystical and poetic inspiration. As such, the Koran
contains Muhammad’s feelings and thoughts,
not the words of God.43 Furthermore, Soroush
in his 2005 speech “Shiism and the Challenge
of Democracy” argues that Shiite messianism is
not conducive to democracy.44
Similarly, Mojtahed Shabestari is a liberal
reformist trained in theology and Western philosophy, particularly religious hermeneutics. He
examines the possibility of multiple understandings of Islam and the rationalization of religious
discourse, and he questions the legitimacy and
usefulness of the jurisprudential reading of
Islam. He argues that the idea that the Koran
and the Sunna are the sources of all legal and
sociopolitical systems among Muslims does not
correspond to historical reality because such systems have constantly reflected the particular sociohistorical contexts of each Muslim society.45
As such, the Islamic Republic of Iran and the

)SLAMIST DISCOURSE THAN TO SEMI POST )SLAMISTS AND
LIBERAL POST )SLAMISTS (OWEVER THEY ARE NOT FORMALLY
PART OF THIS TREND 3EE FOR EXAMPLE THE RECENT STATE
MENT OF !BDOLALI "AZARGAN -EHDI "AZARGAN´S SON
WHERE HE CHALLENGES +ADIVAR´S ARGUMENT ON +HOMEI
NI´S LEGACY IN THE 'REEN -OVEMENT !BDOLALI "AZAR
GAN MIZANKHABARNETINDEXPHP¯¯¯
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯HTML ACCESSED
 *ULY  
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The ideas of Ali Shariati (1933 – 77), one of the
most controversial and influential public intellectuals in modern Iran, still contribute to
academic and political debates. 48 Shariati’s
ideological leanings are still debated among
his passionate disciples, his relentless antagonists, and academic analysts. Was he a totalitarian ideologue who rejected democracy or
a radical democrat with egalitarian leanings?
Was he a Marxist who used religious idioms to
please the religious masses or an original intellectual who developed novel critical synthetic
theories suited to the Iranian context? Was he
an anti-West fanatic or a radical critic of the imperialist West and Westernization? More important, was he a modern theorist of Khomeini’s
doctrine of velayat- e faqih or a radical critic of
clericalism and organized religion? 49 Answers
to these questions vary, depending on which aspects of his works are examined. According to
neo- Shariatists, such as Ehsan Shariati, Shariati shifted his positions during different stages
of his life and there are significant differences
between the earlier Shariati and the later Shariati.50 Shariati’s thought, they argue, must be
historicized and contextualized. As such, they
challenge the conventional reading of Shariati’s
Islamist revolutionary discourse on two levels.
First, a clear distinction is made between
Shariati’s intrinsic and contingent ideas. While
Shariati’s contingent ideas are no longer relevant to postrevolutionary Iran, some of his others require new interpretations. However, his
core ideas are still relevant to the current issues
and contribute to the post- Islamist discourse.
Moreover, like other thinkers, Shariati’s ideas
were in the making and developed over time;
he shifted his positions on a number of issues.

 !LI 3HARIATI BORN INTO A RELIGIOUS FAMILY RECEIVED
HIS DOCTORATE IN  FROM THE 3ORBONNE´S &ACULTm DES
,ETTRES ET 3CIENCES (UMAINES
 3EE 3HIREEN 4 (UNTER ED 2EFORMIST 6OICES OF
)SLAM -EDIATING )SLAM AND -ODERNITY !RMONK .9
- % 3HARPE  
 %HSAN 3HARIATI ±.AYANDISHIDEH MANDEH HAYE
FALSAFI ANDISHE YE -O´ALEM 3HARIATI² ±5NTHOUGHT
IN 3HARIATI´S 0HILOSOPHICAL 4HOUGHT² IN $AR HASHIYE
YE MATAN /N THE -ARGIN OF THE 4EXT ED "ONYAD
3HARIATI 4EHRAN 3HAHRE !FTAB !( 
¯ % 3HARIATI ±3HARIATI AFTER 4HIRTY THREE 9EARS ²
 +HURDAD  *UNE  EHSANSHARIATIBLOGFA
COMPOST ASPX

As such, a clear distinction is made between the
mature Shariati, especially in his post-prison period, and the young Shariati, especially before
and during the Ershad period.51
Second, Shariati died in London, just before the revolution in June 1977. Whether Shariati, the ideologue of the revolution, anticipated
a revolution under the banner of religion that
would bring clerics to power is a question that
warrants further examination. However, what is
clear is that Shariati’s thought developed before
the 1979 revolution. The postrevolutionary context requires new thinking, and Shariati’s intrinsic ideas might contribute to such a new context.
Shariati is an unfinished project and there is much
unthought in Shariati’s thought.52
3HARIATI´S 4HOUGHT )NTRINSIC AND #ONTINGENT

According to Ehsan Shariati and Reza Alijani,
in Shariati’s absence, the intrinsic meaning
of his ideas based on a radical “deconstruction” of Islamic thought was lost in the midst
of the revolutionary waves.53 One of Shariati’s
intrinsic/core ideas is the concept, nature, and
function of religion, which deserves a closer
examination. For Shariati, “social objectivity creates religious subjectivity,” not the other way around.
This is how the sociopolitical hierarchy creates polytheism. The struggle between monotheism (towhid) and
polytheism (shirk) is a social and not a theological
struggle between two social forces in history. Polytheism is a religion of polytheistic social formation, such
as unjust, racist, and patriarchal forms of domination; it aims to justify the status quo. Monotheism,
in its sociohistorical terms, is the struggle for human
emancipation; it aims at self- and social awareness
(khod agaahi)/responsibility.54 In Religion against
Religion he argues that organized/institutionalized religion has always undermined the eman-

 9OUNG 3HARIATI DELIVERED HIS LECTURES AT -ASHHAD
5NIVERSITY AND (OSSEINIEH %RSHAD ¯  !FTER
THE LATTER´S CLOSURE HE WAS IMPRISONED AND LATER
BANNED FOR LIFE FROM GIVING PUBLIC LECTURES ¯ 
4HE YOUNGER 3HARIATI AND THE MATURE 3HARIATI ARE AT
TRIBUTED TO THESE PERIODS RESPECTIVELY 3EE !LI 3HARI
ATI´S OF½CIAL 7EB SITE DRSHARIATIORGLISTASP'
 % 3HARIATI ±.AYANDISHIDEH MANDEH HAYE FALSA½
ANDISHE YE -O´ALEM 3HARIATI²
 3EE EG IBID  ¯  AND 2EZA !LIJANI 3HARIATI
SHENASI 3HARIATIOLOGY 4EHRAN 1ASIDEH 3ARA !(
 

 !LI 3HARIATI #OLLECTED 7ORKS #7 4EHRAN %R
SHAD   !CCORDING TO 3HARIATI ±)F ) SPEAK OF
RELIGION IT IS NOT THE RELIGION WHICH HAS PREVAILED IN
HUMAN HISTORY BUT A RELIGION WHOSE PROPHETS ROSE
FOR THE ELIMINATION OF SOCIAL POLYTHEISM ) SPEAK OF A
RELIGION WHICH IS NOT REALIZED YET 4HUS OUR RELIANCE
ON RELIGION IS NOT A RETURN TO THE PAST BUT A CONTINUA
TION OF HISTORY² !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN #HAPAKHSH
 

 !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %RSHAD  
! 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %LHAM  ¯
 &REEDOM WITHOUT EQUALITY DEGENERATED INTO A
FREEDOM OF MARKETS NOT OF HUMAN BEINGS EQUALITY
WITHOUT FREEDOM UNDERMINED HUMAN DIGNITY AND
SPIRITUALITY WITHOUT FREEDOM AND EQUALITY CREATED
THE WORST FORM OF POLITY 4HEY ALL TURNED INTO REGRES
SIVE FORCES NEW MEANS OF DOMINATION AND SERVED
THE STATUS QUO 3EE !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %RSHAD
 
 !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN #HAPAKHSH  
SEE ALSO  3EE !BBAS -ANOOCHEHRI ±#RITICAL 2ELI
GIOUS 2EASON²
 !S FOR THE THIRD PILLAR OF HIS IDEALS FREEDOM HE IS
CRITICAL OF BOTH EXISTENTIALISM AND LIBERALISM &REE
DOM OF CHOICE IS THE MAIN ESSENCE OF EXISTENTIALISM

IT REJECTS ALL GODS EARTHLY STATE AND HEAVENLY 'OD
ALIKE "UT EXISTENTIALISM LACKS AN ETHICAL GROUND THAT
WOULD JUSTIFY ALTRUISTIC ACTION !CCORDING TO 3HARIATI
±%XISTENTIALISM LACKS A BASIS ON WHICH TO ANSWER MY
QUESTIONS .OW ) AM BENT ON A COURSE OF ACTION WHERE
) MAY EITHER SACRI½CE MYSELF TO THE PEOPLE OR SACRI½CE
THE PEOPLE TO MYSELF² ! 3HARIATI #7  3EE -A
NOOCHEHRI ±#RITICAL 2ELIGIOUS 2EASON²
 !S FOR THE IDEAL OF EQUALITY 3HARIATI IS WELL AWARE
OF THE SHORTCOMINGS OF SOCIALISM SOCIALISM REDUCES
HUMAN BEINGS INTO MERELY A SOCIAL ENTITY ±7E SEE
THAT SOCIALISM REMOVES FROM MAN ALL LIMBS AND
BRANCHES EXCEPT ONE BUT IT SO ENCOURAGES THAT ONE
TO SPREAD OUT THAT IT OUTGROWS ROOT AND TRUNK 4HUS
IT MAKES MAN ONE DIMENSIONAL HOWEVER LOFTY AND
SUBLIME THAT ONE DIMENSION MAY BE² ! 3HARIATI #7
 -OREOVER THE ±SOCIALIST SYSTEM WAS TO FREE PEO
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critique of class inequality make him a socialist thinker; however, for him socialism is not
merely a mode of production but a way of life.
He is critical of state socialism, worshipping personality, party, and state; he advocates humanist
socialism.59 For Shariati, freedom and social justice must be complemented with modern spirituality. Shariati is well aware that the shortcomings of mysticism become “a shackle on the foot
of the spiritual and material evolution of mankind”
and “separates man from his own humanity. It makes
him into an importunate beggar, a slave of unseen
forces beyond his power; it deposes him and alienates
him from his own will. It is this established religion
that today we are familiar with.” 60 However, he
favors modern critical erfan and spirituality, as
it offers a critical dialogue with other religious
traditions and modern concepts. It is, in fact, a
post- religious spirituality.61 For Shariati, the trinity of freedom, equality, and spirituality is not a
mechanical marriage of three distinct concepts.
Rather, it is a dialectical approach toward selfand social emancipation; it puts together three
inseparable dimensions of man and society.
Shariati’s position on democracy and the
role of intellectuals in the state and the Islamic
state is among the most controversial issues.
Shariati was a man of his time; his thought developed in the context of prerevolutionary Iran.
He thought that Iran still remained in the age
of faith, as Europe had in the late feudal era, on
the eve of the European Renaissance. The rushanfekran (intellectuals), Shariati argued, were
the critical conscience of society and obliged
to launch a “renaissance” and “reformation.”
As such, a young Shariati favored the concept
of “committed/guided” democracy.62 However,
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cipatory aspect of religion. Religion is “human
awareness,” a “source of existential and social
responsibility” against the structures of domination.55 According to this formulation, structures
of domination rest on a triangle of economic
power, political oppression, and inner ideological/cultural justification. Shariati provided
a critique of the three pillars of the “trinity of
oppression”: zar – zur – tazvir (gold – coercion – deception) or tala-tigh – tasbih (gold- sword – rosary),
meaning material injustice (estesmar); political
dictatorship (esetbdad); and religious alienation
(estehmar). He offers a three- dimensional ideal
type — a trinity of freedom, equality, and spirituality (azadi, barabari, and erfan) — in opposition
to the trinity of oppression and in recognition
of both existential and social responsibility,
self- and social awareness. Each of these ideals emerged in response to human problems.
However, they soon created a new set of problems as they were disassociated with each of the
other two.56 The unity of three ideals would free
human beings from the bond of divine and materialistic determinism. It “frees mankind from
the captivity of heaven and earth alike and arrives at true humanism.”57
More specifically, the core of Shariati’s
discourse is about freedom and democracy
without capitalism, social justice and socialism
without authoritarianism, and modern spirituality without organized religion and clericalism.
For Shariati, the existing democracies offer only
a minimum requirement of an ideal radical democracy. A maximalist Shariati tends to agree
with an anarchist model of democracy without
an organized state in power.58 Similarly, Shariati’s strong egalitarian leanings and constant

PLE BUT BROUGHT WORSHIPPING PERSONALITY PARTY AND
THE STATE² ! 3HARIATI #7  3EE -ANOOCHEHRI
±#RITICAL 2ELIGIOUS 2EASON²
 ! 3HARIATI #7  ¯ ¯
 % 3HARIATI ±3HARIATI AFTER 4HIRTY THREE 9EARS² !C
CORDING TO !LI 3HARIATI ±"Y PURSUING VALUES THAT DO
NOT EXIST IN NATURE ;THE= HUMAN BEING IS LIFTED ABOVE
NATURE AND THE SPIRITUAL AND ESSENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
OF THE SPECIES IS SECURED %RFAN IS THUS A LANTERN SHIN
ING WITHIN HUMANITY² ! 3HARIATI #7 
 3EE !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN !ZMON  VOL
 )N #OMMUNITY AND ,EADERSHIP 5MMAT VA IMAMAT
HE ADVOCATES THE IDEA OF ±COMMITTEDGUIDED DEMOC
RACY ² MEANING THE RUSHANFEKRAN ARE OBLIGED TO RAISE
PUBLIC CONSCIENCES AND GUIDE PUBLIC OPINION IN A TRAN
SITIONAL PERIOD AFTER THE REVOLUTION 3UCH A REVOLUTION
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he changed his earlier position and explicitly
rejected dictatorship of any form or of any social class.63 According to Shariati, the principal
agents of change in history and society are the
people, not political or religious elites. In the
social context, he explicitly argued, the notion of God in the religious text/Koran can
be equated with the people: “We can always
substitute the people for God.” 64 As such, the
theory of committed/guided democracy, Alijani
argues, does not capture the core of Shariati’s
political theory.65
Did Shariati advocate a religious state?
According to Ehsan Shariati, Shariati articulated a humanist Islamic discourse in that people are the only true representative of God on
earth.66 In Religion against Religion Shariati accused the clergy of monopolistic control over
the interpretation of Islam in order to set up
a clerical despotism (estebdade ruhani); in his
words, it would be the worst and the most oppressive form of despotism possible in human
history, the “mother of all despotism and dictatorship.”67 The religious state, he argued, is a
clerical oligarchy. It is a clerical despotism. It is
not accountable to people because it projects itself as God’s representative on earth. The basic
rights of the opposition groups, nonreligious
and religious other, are denied because they
are God’s enemy. Brutal injustice is justified in
the name of God’s mercy and justice.68 However,
neo- Shariatisti discourse suggests that modern
spirituality, not organized religion, can still play
a constructive role in the public sphere.69
In sum, a scientific methodology of inquiry
requires that we historicize Shariati’s thought.

First, a clear distinction is made between different periods of Shariati’s intellectual life: a young
and revolutionary Shariati in Mashhad and Ershad and a mature Shariati in his post- prison
period.70 Second, a clear distinction is made
between Shariati’s core and marginal ideas, his
relevant and outdated ideas. While the trinity of
freedom, equality, and spirituality, some argue,
remains the most relevant and intrinsic part of
Shariati’s thought, some significant unthought in
Shariati’s thought exists.
5NTHOUGHT IN 3HARIATI´S 4HOUGHT

According to Ehsan Shariati, Shariati’s disciples
should take Shariati’s advice seriously and love
truth more than their teacher. Instead of artificially systematizing his thought, they should first
deconstruct and then reconstruct his thought
to make his thought relevant and responsive to
new contexts. They should also explicitly and
critically speak of unthoughts (nayandishideh ha)
in Shariati’s thought.71
Revolutionary Islamism was the first unthought in Shariati’s thought. Clerical authority and organized religion (ruhaniyyat), Shariati
argued, represented Safavid Shiism: a passive,
apolitical, and distorted version of revolutionary
Alavid Shiism. Clerical Islam, he argued, served
as a sociocultural base of political despotism by
withdrawing religion from its public responsibilities, depoliticizing it except for legitimizing the
current social order, and transforming it into
individual piety and asceticism.72 The solution,
he thought, was an Islamic reformation. But an
Islamic reformation, Ervand Abrahamian argues, remained a difficult task, since the ulema

ARY LEADERSHIP WOULD TRANSFORM THE IGNORANT MASSES
RA´S TO INFORMED CITIZENS RA´Y A PROCEDURAL FORMAL
DEMOCRACY TO A SUBSTANTIAL DEMOCRACY 3HARIATI´S
POSITION SHOULD BE EXAMINED IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
.ON !LIGNED -OVEMENT SUMMIT IN "ANDUNG 
WHERE THE REVOLUTIONARY LEADERS ADVOCATED ±COMMIT
TEDGUIDED DEMOCRACY² TO STOP THE MANIPULATION OF
PUBLIC OPINION IN THE ELECTORAL PROCESS IN POSTCOLONIAL
NEW DEMOCRACIES

MITS THAT THE THEORY OF COMMITTEDGUIDED DEMOC
RACY IS A NEW IDEA SUBJECT TO CRITICAL EXAMINATIONS
3EE ALSO THE COLLECTION OF ESSAYS IN "ONYAD 3HARIATI
ED 'HOGHNOOS USYAN 2EBELLION 0HOENIX 4EHRAN
'HASIDEH 3ARA !(  

 !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %RSHAD   
 ! 3HARIATI #7  ! 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN
!GAH  VOL  PT 

 )BID

 !LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %LHAM  
 2EZA !LIJANI )NQUIRY INTO THE 4HEORY OF 5MMAT VA
IMAMAT 4EHRAN NP ND  !CCORDING TO !LIJANI ON
THE ½RST PAGE OF THE 5MMAT VA IMAMAT 3HARIATI AD

 %HSAN 3HARIATI ±)NTERVIEW WITH 3HAHRVAND ²
3HARHVAND  NO   ¯
 ! 3HARIATI #7 

 %HSAN 3HARIATI FOR EXAMPLE REFERS TO -OHAMMAD
)QBAL ,AHOURI´S CONCEPT OF ±SPIRITUAL DEMOCRACY² 3EE
EHSANSHARIATIBLOGFACOMPOST ASPX ACCESSED 
*ULY  

 !S FOR THE YOUNG AND REVOLUTIONARY 3HARIATI IT
IS WORTH NOTING THAT EVEN HIS IDEAS DURING HIS TIME
AT -ASHHAD 5NIVERSITY AND (OSSEINIEH %RSHAD WERE
NOT IDENTICAL !S FOR A MATURE 3HARIATI HIS NEW IDEAS
WERE DEVELOPED BEFORE AND DURING HIS IMPRISONMENT
AFTER THE CLOSURE OF THE %RSHAD BUT WERE CLEARLY
MANIFESTED IN HIS POST PRISON WRITINGS &OR RESEARCH
ON 3HARIATI´S LIFE SEE DRSHARIATIORG
 % 3HARIATI ±.AYANDISHIDEH MANDEH HAYE FALSA½
ANDISHE YE -O´ALEM 3HARIATI ² 
 ! 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %RSHAD   3EE
"EHROOZ 'HAMARI 4ABRIZI ±#ONTENTIOUS 0UBLIC 2ELI
GION 4WO #ONCEPTIONS OF )SLAM IN 2EVOLUTIONARY )RAN
!LI 3HARI´ATI AND !BDOLKARIM 3OROUSH ² )NTERNATIONAL
3OCIOLOGY    ¯

 !CCORDING TO !BRAHAMIAN 3HARIATI´S PROJECT FOR
AN )SLAMIC REBIRTH REQUIRED ANSWERS TO DIF½CULT QUES
TIONS )F 3HIISM IS A REVOLUTIONARY IDEOLOGY THEN WHY IS
IT BURDENED BY REACTIONARY CLERICAL ESTABLISHMENTS )F
REVOLUTIONARY IDEOLOGIES ARE CAPABLE OF CHANGING SO
CIETY THEN WHY DID 3HIISM FAIL !ND IF IT HAD FAILED IN
THE PAST HOW COULD IT BE PREVENTED FROM FAILING IN THE
FUTURE %RVAND !BRAHAMIAN 2ADICAL )SLAM 4HE )RANIAN
-OJAHEDIN ,ONDON ) " 4AURIS  ¯
 3 ! A NEO 3HARIATIST INTERVIEW BY THE AUTHOR
4EHRAN *ULY  &OR ANOTHER CRITICAL ACCOUNT OF NEO
3HARIATI DISCOURSE IN THIS CONTEXT SEE 4AQI 2AHMANI
±2E¾ECTIONS ON 3HARIATI´S 4RINITY² ±4A´AMOLI BA SE
GANEH HAYE 3HARIATI² 2OOZONLINE WWWROOZONLINE
COMPERSIANOPINIONOPINION ARTICLEARTICLE
JUNE FEDBHTML ACCESSED  *UNE  
 % 3HARIATI ±3HARIATI AFTER 4HIRTY THREE 9EARS² &OR
AN EXCELLENT CRITICAL STUDY OF NEO 3HARIATISTS´ ARGU

MENTS ON THE 2ETURN DISCOURSE AND NATIONAL IDENTITY
SEE "ONYAD 3HARIATI ED +HODKAVIYE MELLI DAR ASRE
JAHANI SHODAN .ATIONAL 3ELF $ISCOVERY IN THE !GE OF
'LOBALIZATION 4EHRAN 'HASIDEHSARA !(  
3EE PARTICULARLY %HSAN 3HARIATI ±$AR BAREYE HOVIYATE
MELLI² ±/N .ATIONAL )DENTITY² ¯ AND (OSSEIN
2AHYAB ±-AHIYAT MAVANE AND EMKANATE NOSAZIYE
HOVIYATE IRANI² ±.ATURE /BSTACLES AND 2ESOURCES
FOR THE 2ENEWAL OF )RANIAN )DENTITY² ¯ BOTH IN
" 3HARIATI +HODKAVIYE MELLI DAR ASRE JAHANI SHODAN
 % 3HARIATI ±3HARIATI AFTER 4HIRTY THREE 9EARS²
3HARIATI´S ARGUMENTS ON IDENTITY CAN BE EXAMINED IN
!LI 3HARIATI #7 4EHRAN %LHAM !(  VOL 
-OREOVER IN THE ½NAL YEARS OF HIS LIFE 3HARIATI HIMSELF
SOUGHT TO DEEPEN AND DEVELOP HIS PHILOSOPHICAL AND
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES .EO 3HARIATI DISCOURSE
AIMS TO STRENGTHEN AND DEVELOP THE WEAKEST PART OF
3HARIATI´S THOUGHT INCLUDING 3HARIATI´S UNTHOUGHT IN
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one translate ideal types and utopic elements
into some concrete concepts to be tested and/or
nullified?77 Shariati’s trinity of freedom, equality, and spirituality is a case in point. While it
masterfully problematizes the current trends
and provides an alternative ideal type, it offers
neither a clear alternative theory nor a comprehensible practical road map. For example, is
this a new contribution to the idea of an “alternative modernity” or “multiple modernities”?
What is the contribution of erfan in the public
sphere, and how does this shape or inform the
other two pillars, azadi and barabari? How does
such a critical constructive erfan translate into
a workable progressive sociopolitical project?
More specifically, the question is whether and
how the “trinity theory” translates into a workable synthetic political model of spiritual social
democracy.
While Shariati never explicitly supported
a secular democracy, neo- Shariati discourse
explicitly rejects the concept of an Islamic state
and advocates a secular, or urfi, democracy. For
Ehsan Shariati, for example, the state is a neutral secular entity and must remain neutral to
all religions and ideologies. The state’s legitimacy derives from public reason and the free
collective will of people. As such, Ali Shariati
and neo- Shariati discourse believe in secularism.78 Yet to use Mohammad Iqbal Lahouri’s
concept, they advocate “spiritual democracy,”
not religious democracy.79 In the same way, Hassan Yusefi- Eshkevari argues that from a purely
Islamic perspective, it may be argued that political power is an urfi and worldly question. He
explicitly challenges two pillars of the Islamic
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have provided the dominant interpretation of
Islam over the centuries.73 Abrahamian’s argument echoes that of Jazani, Iran’s prominent
revolutionary Marxist in the 1970s. Similarly,
some of Shariati’s disciples argue that Shariati
underestimated the socio- organizational power
of the clergy and the rise of radical Islamism
in postrevolutionary Iran. He never anticipated,
some argue, the return and reincarnation of
the same conservative clerical Islam of Safavid
Shiism but masked with a revolutionary Alavid
Shiism: Islamism. Islamism was unthought in
Shariati’s thought. Hence the postrevolutionary
context requires rethinking about the nature
and methods of Islamic reformation.74
The question of the “Return to the Self”
(Bazgasht be Khish) remains another critical
point in Shariati’s intellectual legacy. Shariati’s
discourse of “the Return” to our cultural roots
challenged assimilation by imitation of Western
models of development and offered an alternative, local, authentic model. The failure and
crisis of the so- called local model in postrevolutionary Iran requires new thinking about the
value and implication of the Return discourse.75
Was the Return discourse an Islamist account of
cultural essentialism, regressive nativism, and
primordial particularism, or was it a critical account of Iran’s hybrid national, religious, and
modern identity? While Shariati’s answer to the
question of the Return is, some argue, misrepresented, the question of the Return still needs
new answers.76
The question of ideal types and utopia in
Shariati’s thought is probably the most significant aspect of Shariati’s unthought. How should

SCIENTI½C EPISTEMOLOGY PHILOSOPHY LAW AND POLITI
CAL ECONOMY POST +ANTIAN METAPHYSICS AND POST
-ACHIAVELLI POLITICS AND MORE SPECI½CALLY IN THEO
RIZING A HUMANIST MODERN SPIRITUAL SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
% 3HARIATI ±.AYANDISHIDEH MANDEH HAYE FALSAFI
ANDISHE YE -O´ALEM 3HARIATI ²  %HSAN 3HARIATI IN
TERVIEW BY THE AUTHOR 4EHRAN *ULY 
 % 3HARIATI ±.AYANDISHIDEH MANDEH HAYE FALSA½
ANDISHE YE -O´ALEM 3HARIATI ² 
 (E ADDS THAT NEITHER 3HARIATI NOR THE NEO
3HARIATI DISCOURSE BELIEVE IN PHILOSOPHICAL SECULAR
ISM 4HEY ARE CRITICAL OF SECULAR MODERNITY AND POSI
TIVIST RATIONALISM 3EE %HSAN 3HARIATI ±)NTERVIEW WITH
3HAHRVAND²
 %HSAN 3HARIATI ±)QBAL ,AHOURI AND THE 1UESTION OF
3TATE ² !( 4IR -AY  EHSANSHARIATIBLOGFA
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state, namely, “divine legitimacy of power” and
“full implementation of Sharia.” Political power
including “the Prophet’s rule in Medina was the
result of a social contract.” If the state is not divine “then Sharia, too, . . . cannot be divine.”80
An Islamic state is an Islamist human construction. Similarly, Alijani advocates democratic
secularism. He identifies two types of religiosity
and two types of secularism. While the Shariabased religion and fundamentalist secularism
are not compatible, the human-based religion
and democratic secularism are compatible.
Democratic secularization separates the religious and political institutions but does not ignore the normative value of religion in the individual, social, and political spheres.81
It is worth noting that the contribution of
neo- Shariati discourse to post-Islamist thinking
is not confined to intellectual debates; advocates of this discourse are sociopolitically active
in civil society and human rights organizations.
Some of the public figures of this discourse
include Narges Mohammadi, a female civil activist and deputy director and spokesperson
for the Defenders of Human Rights Center;
Ahmad Zeidabadi, a well- known journalist,
who was charged with inciting public opinion
and suffered imprisonment; Taqi Rahmani, a
writer and journalist, who since 1981 has spent
five thousand days in prison; and Alijani, Hoda
Saber, Yusefi- Eshkevari, and Shariati’s family,
who are all politically and intellectually contributing toward a post-Islamist era in Iran.82
#ONCLUSION

Post- Islamism in postrevolutionary Iran is a
deep- rooted and diverse intellectual, social,
and political movement. From quasi/semi 3EE (ASSAN 9USE½ %SHKEVARI ±&AITHFUL ,IFE IN AN
5R½ 3TATE² IN THIS ISSUE
 2EZA !LIJANI ±0RE SECULAR )RANIANS IN A 0OST SECULAR
!GE 4HE $EATH OF 'OD THE 2ESURRECTION OF 'OD ² IN
THIS ISSUE 3IMILARLY ON THE QUESTION OF WOMEN THERE
ARE IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OUR TIME AND
3HARIATI´S !CCORDING TO !LIJANI WE HAVE ADVANCED
TO A NEW STAGE AND FACE NEW QUESTIONS AND CHAL
LENGES )N A SERIES OF WORKS HE ARGUES THAT 3HARIATI´S
CONTRIBUTION TO THE WOMEN QUESTION AND GENDER IS
SUES REQUIRES A CAREFUL REVISION !LIJANI EXAMINES THE
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF HIS APPROACH IN THE
CONTEXT OF POSTREVOLUTIONARY )RAN 3EE 2EZA !LIJANI
:AN DAR MOTONE MOGHADDAS 7OMEN IN 3ACRED 4EXTS
4EHRAN !(  WWWZDMMBLOGFACOM

post- Islamism to liberal post- Islamism to neoShariati post- Islamist discourse, post-Islamism
represents Muslims’ disenchantment with the
Islamic state. The Green Movement symbolizes
and signifies such a socio- intellectual shift in
contemporary Iran. Post-Islamism is an attempt
to make our modernity while we critically reinvent and reform our tradition. Such a modern
vision of tradition remains in a critical dialogue
with “tradition” but rejects “traditionalism.”
“The notion of tradition,” as Chantal Mouffe
argues, “has to be distinguished from that of
traditionalism.” A modern vision of tradition
remains in a critical dialogue with “tradition”
but rejects “traditionalism.” It is through articulation and de- articulation, development
and deconstruction of tradition that we actively
participate in the making of our modernity and
democracy.83
According to Jürgen Habermas, modernity is an “incomplete project.” 84 Similarly,
some social theories suggest that “‘tradition’ is
likewise a perpetually unfinished project— that
is, how people understand their traditions and
apply them to practical situation.”85 The notion
of the unfinished project of tradition implies that
tradition and change are not mutually exclusive; there is a constant and critical dialogue
between tradition and modernity and between
religion and democracy. The significance and
relevance of such a grassroots and bottom- up
approach is twofold: theoretically, it suggests
that categories such as tradition and modernity,
religion and democracy, and sacred and secular
are not mutually exclusive. Traditions change.
A critical dialogue with culture and tradition
confirms that modern values such as freedom,
democracy, and social justice are universal and

 !CCORDING TO !LIJANI FOR EXAMPLE THE 'REEN
-OVEMENT IS A PLURAL PHENOMENON AND YET ITS DOMI
NANT MODE IS SECULAR 3EE 2EZA !LIJANI -IZAN 0RESS
MIZANKHABARNETINDEXPHP¯¯¯¯¯
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Post- Islamism in Iran is a big step forward; it
symbolizes the beginning of a new era in the
intellectual and political domains of contemporary Iran. However, it suffers from its shortcomings. Quasi-/semi-post-Islamist discourse in Iran
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vacillates between Islamism and post-Islamism.
The lasting legacy of Khomeini and the adherence to Sharia-based religiosity create some conceptual confusion about the nature, scope, and
meaning of modern democracy. While Mousavi
clearly advocates the separation of “religious institutions and clergymen from the state,” he still
supports Khomeini’s doctrine of velayat- e faqih.
The impact of such conceptual confusion on
the political strategies of the Green Movement
is evident.
Liberal post-Islamism in Iran has contributed immensely to the evolution of new theological debates on Islam and democracy and
contributed to the rise of the reformist movement in the 1990s. However, it suffers from a
“vacillation between allowing and denying citizenship rights.”87 The discourse is a mishmash
of concepts such as “religious democratic government,” “Muslim democracy,” “minimalist
versus maximalist religion,” “normative versus
political secularism,” and “spiritual religiosity.” The vacillation between liberal thought
and Islamism, privatization of religion and religious democratic government, has resulted in
a “contraction and expansion” of liberal postIslamist discourse in Iran. Moreover, while liberal post-Islamist thinkers and activists contributed to the rise of the reformist movement in
the 1990s, they also contributed to the crisis of
the movement. Liberal post-Islamists are more
concerned about modern theological debates and
less concerned about the social elements of democracy.88 They adhere to a theological, not a
social, approach to the question of democracy
and democratization. The discourse is particularly weak on the question of social justice, class
struggle, and egalitarianism.
A new generation — disenchanted with
Khomeini’s Islamist ideology, disappointed with
Khatami’s reformist politics, unsatisfied with
liberal reformist trends, and frustrated with
regressive trends under Iran’s neoconservative
rule—is again looking to Shariati’s discourse for
change.89 Neo- Shariati post- Islamist discourse
is a response to this demand. The discourse’s
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have native roots in the intellectual soil of every
society. This is universalism from below. Practically, it suggests that democratization will not
be achieved against the will of demos. It will be
accomplished with them or not at all. A dialogue with the traditions and cultures of the
people empowers civil society, facilitates active
and deliberative engagement, and provides the
most effective path to challenge the status quo.
It brings change from within. Democratic ideas
are ineffective if they are not reached by the
common people. Both Karl Marx and Weber
remind us that ideas are powerless unless fused
with material forces. To this end, post-Islamism
in Iran symbolizes a critical negotiation between tradition and modernity, religion and
reason, faith and freedom, sacred and secular,
and particular and universal. The goal of a critical dialogue with culture and mining the tradition is not to reclaim “traditionalism” or to
claim that all universal values derive from our
culture; the goal instead is to show that values
such as democracy and human rights have deep
native roots in our intellectual soil. By uncovering the native roots of such ideas, democracy,
human rights, and social justice will be seen as
an idea that is at once deeply local and global;
they are genuinely glocal.
The challenge is to make a clear distinction between an alternative modernity and an
alternative to modernity. While the former is
conducive to the development of a critical glocal third way, the latter, Ernesto Laclau argues,
is no less than “self- defeating.” In other words,
“this is the route to self- apartheid.”86 Nostalgic
traditionalism is narcissistic retirement within
oneself, which can only lead to a suicide exile
and self-marginalization.
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critical stance toward tradition and modernity,
clericalism and neoliberalism, shallow reformism and militant revolutionary approach, together with the admiration of “radical reform”
both in religious thought and in sociopolitical
structure, appeals to segments of the new generation in Iran.90 The discourse is particularly
appealing to its supporters because of its social,
not theological, approach to democratization
and its egalitarian leanings toward sociopolitical change. As such, neo- Shariatists’ emphasis on societal empowerment, self- and social
awareness, and people’s political agency aims
at bringing sustainable change from within.
Therefore they have organized and worked with
civil society including women, youth, students,
and labor organizations. However, there exists
much unthought in this thought, which requires
some serious intellectual endeavors.
The discourse rightly suggests that privatization of religion is not a solution to Islamism.
The liberal minimalist-maximalist discourse has
consistently been unsuccessful and has resulted
in the rise of religious fundamentalism. Should
the private sphere be left to historical Islam it
would return to the public sphere sooner or
later.91 Sharia- based Islam, historical clerical
Islam, must be contested in both the private
and public spheres. When the state appeals to
religious doctrines and the religion still plays a
significant role in society, a private and isolated
religion will not serve democratization. In such
a condition, Abdullahi An- Na’im reminds us,
democrats must not “abandon” the public field
to the autocrats, who manipulate religion for
their own political purpose.92 Islamic tradition
must be historicized and deconstructed. For
such a thin progressive humanist religion serves
human beings, whereby religion is a source of
vision, value, and orientation in the private and
public spheres.
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Neo- Shariati discourse also clearly rejects organized/institutionalized religion and
the concept of Islamic state.93 For both Shariati and neo- Shariati discourse, organized religion serves as a social, and now political, tool
of repression. Shariati succeeded in producing
a radical local discourse that disassociated itself from organized clerical Islam and associated itself with the secular trinity of freedom,
social justice, and self-awareness. However, it is
not clear whether and how Shariati’s trinity of
azadi, barabari, and erfan, the most relevant core
of his discourse, translates into a new polity of
“spiritual social democracy.” The meaning, nature, scope, and function of such spirituality
in the public sphere, in general, and state, in
particular, are unclear. The same applies to the
concept of “spiritual republic and/or democracy,” borrowed from Iqbal Lahouri. Moreover,
as a result of the revolution and, paradoxically,
three decades of Islamist politics, Iran, which
Shariati thought had remained in the age of
faith, as Europe had in the late feudal era, has
changed. Does Iran still remain in the age of
faith, or is it in a post- Islamist era? How does
this shift, if any, affect the strategy of Islamic
reform and sociopolitical reforms?
The success of the post- Islamist turn in
Iran depends in part on a critical dialogue and
mutual understanding between various forms
of religious and secular citizens. Citizens of
the faith should learn from their fellow secular citizens that the institutional separation of
religion and politics is a necessary condition
for a modern democracy. The secularists need
to learn that the normative separation of religion and politics is neither possible nor desirable. In a “post-metaphysical” or “post- secular”
era, as Habermas reminds us, secularists might
“open their minds to the possible truth content” of religious discourses and enter into
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zation of religious discourse can serve political
democratization.
Religious and secular citizens need to
challenge the political version of clericalism
on behalf of either divine duty or civil responsibility. “Anti- clericalism,” as Richard Rorty
observes, “is a political view, not an epistemological or metaphysical one. It is the view that
ecclesiastical institutions, despite all the good they
do — despite all the comfort they provide to
those in need or in despair— are dangerous to the
health of democratic societies.96
Last but not least, the future success of
post- Islamism in Iran depends in part on its
critical synthetic approach toward local and
global paradigms. Post-Islamists need to synthesize “the cultural and political traditions of the
east and the west”; they need to look at “the east
through western eyes and at the west through
eastern eyes.”97
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“dialogues” with their fellow religious citizens.
“Post-metaphysical thought” according to Habermas, “draws, with no polemical intention, a
strict line between faith and knowledge. But it
rejects a narrow scientific conception of reason
and the exclusion of religious doctrines from
the genealogy of reason”; in other words, it “is
prepared to learn from religion while remaining strictly agnostic.” Secular citizens should distance themselves from the post-Enlightenment
cliché that suggests that religious traditions are
“archaic relics of pre-modern societies that continue to exist in the present.” The “ethics of citizenship,” Habermas argues, requires that both
religious and secular citizens stop behaving
in an uncivil and “paternalistic” way and step
into a “complementary learning process.” 94 Both
secularists and religious citizens must avoid
cultural essentialism. Secular citizens need to
understand that their fellow religious citizens
can appreciate freedom, democracy, and social
justice and even extract these ideals from their
religious soils. Religious citizens should know
that extracting ideals such as democracy and
social justice from religious texts does not make
them religious concepts; they are neither religious nor antireligious notions.
Likewise, secularists should stop essentializing such concepts by suggesting that religious
traditions and modern democracy are mutually exclusive. Instead, they need to support a
progressive, democratic Islam. In the Muslim
world, the vitality of religious reform is less a
religious obligation than a civic responsibility.
According to Shariati, religious reform “makes
the weapon of religion inaccessible to those who
have undeservedly armed themselves with it . . .
eliminates the spirit of imitation . . . extracts
and refines the enormous resources of the society and converts the jamming agents into
energy, . . . and bridges the ever-widening gap
between the ‘island of the intelligentsia’ and the
‘shore of the masses.’” 95 Religious reform can
contribute to sociopolitical reform; democrati-

